1) **Elda Chavez - CCSN**  
Request for report from NSHE in regards to the status for the new ERP.

2) **Susan Enslen - SCS**  
SIS Unavailable - tentative  
The BIGHORN z Enterprise Server will be unavailable on Sunday, 06/24/07 from 6 AM to 6 PM. Impact - The following services on the BIGHORN z Enterprise Server will be unavailable during this time:  
- SIS  
- Student Web Access to SIS  
- FOCUS  
- FTP access  
Alert Detail - Pending availability and delivery of hardware, the BIGHORN z Enterprise Server will be replaced with a newer model.

3) **Susan Enslen - SCS**  
Discussion on Clearinghouse change - see (attached) email sent on 6/12/07 by Susan E.

**Karen Emptage - UNLV**  
Request for parms to UFASSC1R to be modified (Clearinghouse) – see attachment from Karen E.

4) **Susan Enslen - SCS**  
Follow up to item from April Student Records meeting - See meeting minutes on the web.  

Suggestions to prevent students from using the year and month of birth as PIN’s -  

SCS can modify the reset pin option on the web to prevent a person from reusing their year and month of birth. SCS effort is low. This will need to be discussed at the next Student Records meeting.

5) **Pat Zozaya - CCSN**  
Limit the number of withdraws (W’s) a student may accrue toward his or her academic program. Students may accrue up to ten “W’s”. Once a student has exhausted the number of “W’s” allowed, the student may receive only a grade of A,B,C,D,P or F in any succeeding course.

6) **Nancy Helsel**  
Satisfactory progress discussion - need SSRAPBUB to work for the community colleges. High priority for TMCC.

7) **SIS Open and Closed items Status**